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"Do you have a favorite sound?" little Yoshio asks. The musician answers, "The most beautiful
sound is the sound of ma, of silence."But Yoshio lives in Tokyo, Japan: a giant, noisy, busy city.
He hears shoes squishing through puddles, trains whooshing, cars beeping, and families
laughing. Tokyo is like a symphony hall!Where is silence?Join Yoshio on his journey through the
hustle and bustle of the city to find the most beautiful sound of all.

From School Library JournalK-Gr 4—On a rainy, bustling morning in Tokyo, a young boy is
surrounded by a symphony of sounds: boots squishing, raindrops pattering, cars rushing, and,
to his delight, a koto player producing a range of high, low, and "twangy and twinkling" notes as
she tunes her instrument. When Yoshio asks the musician what her favorite sound is, she
answers, "Ma," the silence between sounds. Intrigued by her comment, the boy spends his day
in search of the elusive ma. Kuo's art provides the backdrop for the child's quest in scenes of
contemporary Tokyo, from the high-speed Shinkansen trains that pass through its stations
("whoosh") to the bamboo grove near the school playground that whispers "takeh-takeh-taheh."
Most of the images (in pen, with color added digitally) span spreads, offering wide-angle views
of the city, but there are a few single-page pictures, proffering their own unique perspectives.
The art is rich in detail and features a variety of concentrated colors that give way to muted grays
and browns when suddenly, while reading, Yoshi experiences ma, something that feels peaceful,
"still inside him." In an author's note, Goldsaito acknowledges the influence of the Japanese
composer Toru Takemitsu, who believed that "without silence, sound would be meaningless."
VERDICT This book will be especially welcome in settings that teach yoga or mindfulness, but
its message and striking art will be appreciated anywhere the din of daily life can overwhelm.—
Daryl Grabarek, School Library JournalReview"Kuo (Daisy and Josephine) draws with an
architect's precise line, alternating gallery-worthy spreads of Tokyo's crowds and buildings with
domestic scenes of Yoshio and his family. Debut author Goldsaito's final passages
about ma successfully illuminate the term and could be used to teach children to meditate, the
way Goldsaito's father taught her, as she explains in an afterword." -Publisher's Weekly"An
illustrated serenade to the art of listening to one's inner voice amid the noise of modern
life." "Goldsaito's lyrical writing, part ballad and part haiku, and Kuo's illustrations, midway
between manga and Chris Ware yet thoroughly original, carry the story with effortless poetic
enchantment."-Maria Popova, Brain PickingsAbout the AuthorKatrina Goldsaito's favorite sound
is the sound of bare feet on tatami mats. In Tokyo, she worked as an on-camera TV journalist
and producer for NHK-World, and has written for National Geographic, TheChristian Science
Monitor, NPR, and The Japan Times. She lives near Golden Gate Park with her husband and
son, and spends her days eating avocados and working on her first YA novel.Julia Kuo's favorite



sound is kuk-kuk-kuk (the sound an angry squirrel makes). She is the illustrator of Go, Little
Green Truck and has created illustrations for American Greetings, the Cleveland Public Library,
The New York Times, and Capitol Records, among many others. She works from Chicago for
most of the year, and from Taipei over the winter.Read more
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One Hen: How One Small Loan Made a Big Difference (CitizenKid)



Ebook Library Reader, “Inspirational and Poetic.. Brilliant. Creative. Inspirational and poetic for
the young and the mature. It is a gentle guide into the self, nudging one's soulful self to embrace
what is real and true. One's heart is touched by the essence of her storyline together with the
artist expression. I am a sound healing practitioner/trainer and bought all my 'student's in
training' this book as a gift to ignite the synthesis of sound and silence within them. Katrina is a
skillful and profound writer, teaching us all about the sacred in the ordinary. The beautiful stream
of sounds could not be without the presence of silence .... Ma. Thank you Katrina and Julia. ~
Lee Ann Dzelzkalns”

joyoustoo, “Lovely book. This was a birthday gift that was enjoyed by both daughter and father
as he read it to her.”

patti Wovcha, “The Sound of Silence was not what he was listening for.. This book was not what
I thought it would be. Kind of disapponted. Not alot of substance for a 3-5 grade read. Great
illustrations, that is it. Sorry”

Madeleine, “A book that delights and awes. The story of Yoshio is lyrically conveyed and told by
Goldsaito and the illustrations are gorgeously drawn by Kuo. This book transports the reader to
another place and presents children with a story of a little boy who is searching for this sought-
after thing in a sound-laden place like Tokyo, called silence. It's a book I know my son and I will
read over and over again for years to come and one I will hold onto in anticipation for when my
child starts a family of his own.”

Kat, “Gorgeous Art & Beautiful Message. This is just a really beautiful book all around, for kids
and adults.”

Jantucket, “Too noisy?????. This was a gift to my adult daughter...perfect on two levels. She
traveled to Tokyo several years ago AND one of her favorite quotes from Russell Hoban’s
“Frances” books was “‘Too noisy’, said Frances!!”  ”

MamaPhD, “Essential "Slow-parenting" tool for sure!. Bought this as a back to school gift for
active, loud 4 year old - it was a nice way to sit still for a while and read something calming and
beautiful and it is EXCELLENT for slowing down the little ones and having a talk about our
favorite sounds and for listening for silence in our days...the word gets thrown around these days
but if you're looking for ways to teach mindfulness to kiddos, this book is for you!”

Germana, “A noi in the importance of listening. An interesting read”



Fieldwanderer, “Beautiful.. Beautiful and a real needed antidote to the modern word especially
for our young people.”

johanna s, “Five Stars. paying attention to the sound of in between is delicious, make our
children aware of this, is priceless”

Ann M. Collett, “A different children’s book. Bought for a grandson. A different children’s book, to
make them think...”

Gaia, “One of the best children’s books for children between 4 and 100 years. Charming,
beautiful. A wonderful synthesis of drawings and text, about a boy who finds silence in the
bustling metropolis of Tokyo.”

The book by Steph Young has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 99 people have provided feedback.
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